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Abstract

Objective Differentiation of atypical adenomatous

hyperplasia (AAH), bronchioloalveolar carcinoma (BAC),

and invasive carcinoma on computed tomography (CT) is

useful for determining ‘‘follow-up or resection’’ strategies

for lesions displaying ground-glass opacity (GGO). The

purpose of this study is to evaluate one-dimensional

quantitative CT values of GGO on high-resolution CT

(HRCT) images using computer-aided diagnosis.

Methods Between April 2001 and March 2010, a total of

44 nodules in 42 patients with pure or mixed GGOs B2 cm

were retrospectively evaluated. Maximum diameter and

one-dimensional mean CT (m-CT) value of the diameter

were measured using a computer graphics support system

(HOPE/DrABLE-EX, Fujitsu, Tokyo, Japan) that displays

a CT density profile across the tumor.

Results m-CT values were -682 ± 64 HU (range) for

AAH lesions, -544 ± 179 (range) for Type A lesions,

-496 ± 147 (range) for Type B lesions, and -371 ± 142

(range) for invasive lesions. AAH lesions had a signifi-

cantly lower m-CT value than Type B lesions. AAH, Type

A, and Type B lesions had significantly lower m-CT val-

ues than invasive lesions (p \ 0.05). All seven GGO

lesions with a maximum diameter B1 cm and m-CT value

B-600 HU were pre-invasive lesions, while 16 of 22

(73 %) cases with maximum diameter [1 cm and m-CT

value [-600 HU were invasive lesions.

Conclusion Observation may be indicated for GGO

lesions with a maximum diameter B1 cm and m-CT value

B-600 HU.
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Introduction

Recent advances in computed tomography (CT) scanning

technology have enabled the detection of many lung can-

cers, particularly adenocarcinoma, at an earlier and

potentially more curable stage than was previously possible

[1]. However, the true clinical significance of small tumors

found through screening is unknown, as no differences in

mortality between screened and unscreened individuals

have been observed [2, 3]. Thus, treatment strategies for

small tumors displaying ground-glass opacity (GGO)

remain controversial. The purpose of this study is to

evaluate the one-dimensional quantitative CT value of

GGO on high-resolution CT (HRCT) images using com-

puter-aided diagnosis to retrospectively select ‘‘follow-up

or resection’’ strategies for GGO.

Patients and methods

Between April 2001 and March 2010, a total of 54 nodules

with GGO in 52 patients were resected at our hospital.

During this period, we recommended resection of GGO
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lesions that did not decrease in size during 3 months of

follow-up. Pathologic specimens demonstrated adenocar-

cinoma in 47 nodules, atypical adenomatous hyperplasia

(AAH) in 4 nodules, and lymphoproliferative disorder in 1

nodule. Of these, 44 nodules in 42 patients with pure or

mixed GGOs B2 cm in size were evaluated in this retro-

spective analysis.

Pure GGO was defined as a shadow completely occu-

pied by a hazy increased attenuation of the lung, with

reservation of the bronchial and vascular margins in the

lesion with no solid regions on HRCT. Mixed GGO was

defined as a heterogeneous attenuation with a solid portion

obscuring the underlying vascular markings.

Un-enhanced CT scans were performed from lung apices

to bases during breath holding at mid-inspiration using a CT

scanner (Aquilion 64, Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan). The helical

scanning protocol was as follows: 120 kVp; 200 mA; 0.5-s

scanning time; window level, -500 Hounsfield units (HU);

window width, 1.600 HU; and a 512 9 512 matrix corre-

sponding to a pixel size of approximately 0.6 mm. HRCT

images were reconstructed at 0.5 mm intervals with a high-

spiral-frequency algorithm (bone algorithm).

Maximum diameter and one-dimensional mean CT

(m-CT) value of this diameter were measured using a

computer graphics support system (HOPE/DrABLE-EX.

Fujitsu, Tokyo, Japan) that displays a CT density profile

across the tumor (Fig. 1).

Histologic findings of adenocarcinomas were classified

according to the criteria of the World Health Organization

[4] and the criteria of Noguchi et al. [5]. The classification

system for the replacement of growth patterns developed

by Noguchi et al. is as follows: Type A (localized bron-

chioloalveolar carcinoma LBAC), Type B (LBAC with

foci of collapse of alveolar structure), Type C (LBAC with

foci of active fibroblastic proliferation), Type D (poorly

differentiated adenocarcinoma), Type E (tubular adeno-

carcinoma), Type F (papillary adenocarcinoma with com-

pressive and destructive growth). AAH was defined as a

proliferation of minimally atypical cuboidal type II pneu-

mocytes with gaps between the cells. We classified AAH

and Type A and B as to pre-invasive lesions, and type C, D,

E, and F as invasive lesions.

All data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation

(SD). The differences in mean and SD values were ana-

lyzed between groups using a two-tailed Student’s t test.

Between-group differences with p values \0.05 were

regarded as significant.

Results

Patients ranged in age from 39 to 83 years (median

62 years). Thirty patients were female and twelve were

male. Radiologic findings showed pure GGO in 22 nodules

and mixed GGO in 22 nodules. The maximum tumor

dimension was B10 mm in 19 nodules, 11–15 mm in 11

nodules, and 16–20 mm in 14 nodules. The m-CT values

were -559 ± 133 HU for pure GGO and -355 ± 144 HU

for mixed GGO. The mean interval from first detection of

focal GGO to pulmonary resection was 11.9 months (range

3–48 months). Surgical procedures included lobectomy in

19 patients, segmentectomy in 6 patients, and partial

resection in 19 patients. The pathologic specimens dem-

onstrated adenocarcinoma in 22 nodules, bronchioloalveo-

lar carcinoma (BAC) in 18 nodules, and AAH in 4 nodules.

Fig. 1 The CT image with a profile of the density across the tumor.

The profile of pure GGO revealed an almost flat curve, and the m-CT

value was calculated to be -760 HU (a). The profile of mixed GGO

revealed that the CT value of the solid portion was higher than the

GGO portion, and the m-CT value was calculated to be -440 HU (b)
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Pure GGOs consisted of 16 pre-invasive lesions (Type A,

Type B, and AAH) and 6 invasive lesions (Types C, D, E,

and F), while mixed GGOs consisted of 6 pre-invasive

lesions and 16 invasive lesions. None of the 27 patients who

underwent lymph node dissection or sampling had lymph

node involvement. All patients, except for 1 died from other

disease, remain alive with no evidence of tumor recurrence

to date, with a median follow-up of 41 months.

Figure 2 illustrates the distributions of m-CT value of

maximum diameters for pre-invasive lesions (AAH, Type

A, and Type B) and invasive lesions (Types C, D, E, and

F). The m-CT value was -682 ± 64 HU (range) for AAH

lesions, -544 ± 179 (range) for Type A lesions, -496 ±

147 (range) for Type B lesions, and -371 ± 142 (range)

for invasive lesions. AAH had a significantly lower m-CT

value than Type B. AAH, Type A, and Type B lesions had

significantly lower m-CT values than invasive lesions

(p \ 0.05). No significant differences in m-CT values were

observed between AAH and Type A lesions or between

Type A and Type B lesions. The m-CT values of AAH

lesions were all B-600 HU; in contrast, most of the m-CT

values for invasive lesions were [-600 HU. Based on

these findings, a CT value of -600 HU appears to repre-

sent a cutoff value between AAH and invasive lesions.

Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between m-CT value

and maximum diameter of all GGO lesions. All seven

GGO lesions with a maximum diameter B1 cm and m-CT

value B-600 HU were pre-invasive lesions, while 16 of 22

(73 %) cases with a maximum diameter [1 cm and m-CT

value [-600 HU were invasive lesions (a).

m-CT value and maximum diameter of GGO lesions are

significant predictive factors of invasiveness of the tumor.

GGO lesions with a maximum diameter [1 cm and m-CT

value[-600 HU are highly diagnosed as invasive lesions.

The diagnostic accuracy is 73 % (32/44) (sensitivity 73 %,

specificity 73 %, positive predictive value 73 %, negative

predictive value 73 %) (b).

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between m-CT value

and maximum diameter of pure GGO and mixed GGO.

All GGO lesions with a maximal diameter B1 cm and

B-600 HU are pure type (a). Although, GGO lesions of

both categories with a maximum diameter [1 cm and

m-CT value [-600 HU are highly diagnosed as invasive

lesions, specificity of pure GGO were significantly better

than that of mixed GGO (b).

Fig. 2 The m-CT values were -682 ± 64 HU (range) for AAH

lesions, -544 ± 179 (range) for Type A lesions, -496 ± 147

(range) for Type B lesions, and -371 ± 142 (range) for invasive

lesions. AAH lesions had a significantly lower m-CT value than Type

B lesions. AAH, Type A, and Type B lesions had a significantly lower

m-CT values than invasive lesions (p \ 0.05). No significant

differences in m-CT values were observed between AAH and Type

A lesions or between Type A and Type B lesions. The m-CT value of

AAH lesions were all B-600 HU, while most of the m-CT values of

invasive lesions were [-600 HU

> -600HU and  >1cm 16 6

-600HU or 1cm 6 16

Prenvasive lesion

All GGO lesions

Sensitivity: 73% (16/22), specificity: 73% (16/22), Accuracy: 73% (32/44)
Positive predictive value: 73% (16/22), Negative predictive value : 73%(16/22)

Total 22 22

Total

22

22

44

Correlation of invasiveness and GGO lesions with a  maximum diameter >1cm and m-CT
value >-600HU     

Invasive lesion

Fig. 3 a, b Relationship between m-CT value and maximum

diameter of all GGO lesions. All seven GGO lesions with a maximum

diameter B1 cm in the maximum diameter and m-CT value

B-600 HU were pre-invasive lesions, while 16 of 22 (73 %) with

a maximum diameter [1 cm and m-CT value [-600 HU in m-CT

were invasive lesions
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Discussion

GGO is defined as a shadow completely occupied by a hazy

increased attenuation of the lung, with reservation of the

bronchial and vascular margins in the lesion on HRCT.

Although GGO is a nonspecific finding that may be caused

by various disorders, including inflammatory disease,

fibrosis, and neoplastic disease [6], the pathologic diagnoses

of GGO in this study, adenocarcinoma in 47 patients (90 %)

and AAH in 4 patients (8 %), were shown to be neoplastic

lesions, and all patients with adenocarcinoma had T1N0M0

disease. These results suggest that persistent focal GGO is a

significant sign of early-stage adenocarcinoma.

Many radiologic studies of small lung adenocarcinomas

have demonstrated a strong correlation between CT find-

ings and pathologic features. Several authors have classi-

fied small lung lesions into nonsolid (pure) GGO type,

partly solid (mixed) GGO type, and solid type, and have

suggested that pure type and mixed type with small solid

components are almost always non-invasive carcinomas

[7–10]. However, it is sometimes difficult to differentiate

between pure and mixed GGO, and between high-density

GGO and solid tumor. Suzuki et al. [11] classified homo-

geneous (so-called ‘‘pure’’) GGO into pure GGO and

semiconsolidation to evaluate the differences in density

within the tumor, and stated that pathologically, semicon-

solidation tends to be adenocarcinoma with invasive foci.

Although the differentiation between pure GGO and

semiconsolidation is unclear in their report, density within

homogeneous GGO appears to be an important factor for

predicting tumor invasiveness.

Some authors have used quantitative densitometric

methodologies to evaluate GGO lesions [12–15]. Ikeda

et al. reported that the 75th percentile CT value analyzed

by three-dimensional computerized quantification of GGO

lesions was the optimal CT value for differentiating

between AAH, BAC and adenocarcinoma. These investi-

gators noted that CT cutoff value of -584 HU was optimal

for differentiation between AAH and BAC, and -472 HU

was optimal for differentiation between BAC and adeno-

carcinoma [13]. Nomori et al. used histograms of CT pixel

numbers for AAH and nonmucinous adenocarcinoma to

>-

-600 or  

Total

Total

6 16

6

16

22

>-

-600 or  

600HU and >1cm 3 3

1cm 3 13

600HU and >1cm 12 4

1cm 4 2

Invasive lesion Preinvasive lesion

Total

Total

16 6

16

6

22

Pure GGO Mixed GGO

Pure GGO       Mixed GGO       p

0.26Sensitivity 50% 75%

Specificity 81% 33% 0.04

Accuracy 73% 64% 0.75

Correlation of invasiveness and GGO lesions with a  maximum diameter >1cm and m-CT value >-600HU     

Statistic comparison of  accuracy, sensitivity, specificity about each category of GGO

Invasive lesion Preinvasive lesion

Fig. 4 a, b Relationship

between m-CT value and

maximum diameter of pure and

mixed type GGO lesions. GGO

lesions B1 cm in maximum

diameter and B-600 HU in

m-CT value are all pure type.

Although, GGO lesions of both

categories with a maximum

diameter[1 cm and m-CT value

[-600 HU are highly

diagnosed as invasive lesions,

specificity of pure GGO were

significantly better than that of

mixed GGO
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quantify peaks and mean numbers of CT pixels, and found

the mean value of mean CT values to be -697 ± 56 HU

for AAH lesions and -541 ± 73 for BAC lesions. These

investigators noted that the peak CT value on the histogram

is the most frequent value observed in the tumor, and that

the effect of vessels and bronchi within the tumor can be

ignored [14]. Although the one-dimensional quantitative

m-CT value can be slightly affected by the densities of

vessels or bronchi within the tumor, this calculation

method is straightforward, and can similarly estimate pure

GGO and mixed GGO. The present study demonstrates that

an m-CT value of -600 HU may represent a cutoff value

demarcating AAH versus invasive lesions. We believe that

this finding could significantly impact the selection of

therapeutic strategies for GGO lesions.

Kushihashi et al. [16] reported CT findings of AAH as

bronchioloalveolar adenoma in 1994. Although AAH is

usually discovered incidentally during microscopic exami-

nation of surgically resected lung specimens, a recent

increase in the detection of AAH as pure GGO has occurred.

Pathologically, AAH was classified as a premalignant

lesion in the 1999 World Health Organization classification.

Thus, while the clinical and pathological features of AAH

have become clearer, therapeutic strategy for AAH lesions

have not. AAH is considered to be a precursor of BAC or

adenocarcinoma [17–19]; however, no reports of progres-

sion of AAH to BAC or adenocarcinoma have been

published. We believe that at time, pure GGO lesions that

are suspected to be AAH based on m-CT values are now

possible to follow-up.

Whether GGO lesions that are suspected to be BAC

should be resected or followed up also remains contro-

versial. Recently, several researchers reported that for

noninvasive lesions identified on HRCT, careful observa-

tion without surgical intervention represents a valid treat-

ment options [20–22]. According to the interim guidelines

suggested by Godoy and Nadich [23], isolated lesions with

pure GGO that are B5 mm do not necessarily require CT

follow-up, since they almost always represent foci of AAH,

but for lesions between 5 and 10 mm, follow-up is requisite

pending better definition of their true nature; lesions[1 cm

should be assumed to be BAC or invasive adenocarcinoma,

but surgery should be considered particularly if the nodule

is growing or if an increase in attenuation or development

of a solid component is observed.

Diligent long-term follow-up is the natural history of

pure GGO, and should be conducted to determine whether

surgical intervention is acceptable or unnecessary [24].

However, we believe that early detection and early therapy

of some primary lung cancers with GGO is important for

improving individual prognoses for the following reasons.

First, pure GGO lesions are not all histologically pre-

invasive lesions, as some have an invasive adenocarcinoma

component, such as Noguchi’s Type C. Second, some

researchers have reported the concept of a multi-step pro-

gression from AAH through localized BAC (type A and B)

to advanced adenocarcinoma with a replacement growth

pattern (Type C) [17–19]. Third, patients with Noguchi’s

type C lesions have a worse 5-year survival rate (75 %)

than patients with type A or B lesions (100 %).

GGO lesions with a maximum diameter [1 cm and

m-CT value [-600 HU are absolute indication of opera-

tion, because those lesions were highly diagnosed as

invasive lesions. GGO lesions with a maximum diameter

B1 cm and m-CT B-600 HU should be observed, because

all seven lesions were preinvasive lesions. Although, GGO

lesions with a maximum diameter [1 cm or m-CT value

[-600 HU are possible to be observed, we think these

lesions should be resected because it is more important to

avoid observation for invasive lesions than resection for

preinvasive lesions.

It is noteworthy that pure GGO are not all preinvasive

lesions, and specificity of pure GGO correlated between

invasiveness and maximum diameter and m-CT value is

significantly higher than that of mixed GGO. Evaluation of

m-CT value is useful for determining ‘‘follow up or

resection’’ for GGO, especially pure type.

The usefulness of m-CT value for benign GGO includ-

ing inflammatory disease, fibrosis, and so on is unclear,

because 98 % of removed GGO in this study is malignant

neoplasm including AAH.

We think persistent GGO is almost all neoplasms, so

differentiating benign and malignant is more important

solid lesions than GGO lesions.

Conclusion

Evaluation of m-CT value is useful for determining ‘‘fol-

low up or resection’’ for GGO, especially pure type.

Although the number of cases is small, all lesions with a

maximum diameter B1 cm and m-CT B-600 HU are pre-

invasive lesions. Therefore, observation may be indicated

for this type of GGO lesion.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution License which permits any use, dis-

tribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original

author(s) and the source are credited.
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